
!
OBJECTIVES 
This prelude to the Mid-Year Examination aims to sensitise you to the differences in approaches toward 
the essay question and the passage-based question.  !
Ms. Teo will first take you through three key skills applicable to the PBQ: (i) organising your response into 
logical parts; (ii) elaboration on concerns and; (iii) analysing effects on top of explaining the text.  Mr. Lim 
will be more content-focused and trace the development of the father-son relationship in the play. 
Nonetheless, he will draw your attention to (iv) identifying broad methods (see the long list below) as well 
as; (v) developing an argument from start to finish. !
METHODS 
1. Style: theme of ‘father and son’ as a Miller signature: see Loman, Biff and Happy (Death of a Salesman) 
2. Style: the play is constructed as a classical tragedy with a tragic hero, hamartia, peripeteia etc. 
3. Structure: the end of Act Two as possible climax and Larry’s letter as cathartic falling action 
4. Structure: the catastrophe of Keller’s suicide as a consequence of Chris and Larry’s repudiation 
5. Language: opening conversation presents a close father and son relationship (10-17) 
6. Language: Chris’s teasing suggests a level of intimacy (‘G. B. Shaw as an elephant’ 39, ‘ignoramus’, ‘broach’ 52) 

7. Language: Chris uses inclusive ‘we’ (14-15), affectionate ‘Dad’, later shifts to accusatory ‘you’ (78, 89) 
8. Language: Keller’s emphasis on ‘for you’ vis-a-vis Chris’s preaching on ‘man for man’ responsibility 
9. Language: frequent allusions to importance of family (‘nothing is bigger than’ 83, ‘a father is a father’ 54) 
10. Language: Chris’s dialogue is composed of charged, enraged, rattling short sentences (77-78) 
11. Language: Keller’s even more fragmented, desperate, cyclical / repeated speech patterns (77-78) 
12. Imagery: bestial images linked to self-interest (‘beast’ 32, ‘not even an animal’ 78, ‘dog’, ‘zoo’ 88) 
13. Symbol: the newspaper establishes their ideological differences (‘want ads’ vs ‘book section’ 10) 
14. Staging: Keller retreats as Chris moves towards him in a confrontational manner (76) 
15. Staging: Chris’s act of physical violence and swift exit suggesting shame (78) 
16. Staging: Chris ‘pulling violently away from’ Keller and his subsequent silence (88) !
CONCERNS 
1. Familial relationships: ideological conflict between father and sons; the sons ‘disown’ their father  
2. Family loyalty: Keller justifies his business dealings on the basis of providing for the family 
3. Social responsibility: Chris extols the ‘monument(al)’ importance of ‘love for another man’ 
4. Materialism: Keller fundamentally equates on his ‘forty years’ in the ‘business’ with his ‘life’ 
5. Idealism: Chris believes right until the end that one can be ‘better’ than the ‘zoo’ of society 
6. Denial: while both are sensitive to Mother’s self-delusions, they appear oblivious to their differences !!
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TOPICS FOR CONSIDERATION 
1. ‘Miller’s main concern is the relationship between father and son.’ How far do you agree with this 

comment?  
Provocative question: argue for significance of concern OR show how it is secondary to another key concern. Avoid 
turning the essay into one about other concerns without linking them to the ‘relationship between father and son’. 

2. ‘The tragedy in All My Sons is the conflict between father and son.’ How far is this a helpful comment 
in your reading of the play?  
Evocative question: show how comment ‘helps’ illuminate the play’s key concerns OR how comment is ‘not helpful’ to your 
understanding and neglects the purpose (in your view) of the play. 

3. Write a critical commentary on the following passage (76-78), relating it to the significance of 
relationship between father and son here and elsewhere in the play. 
Passage-based question on character relationship: analyse the portrayal of the relationship in the light of the play’s 
concerns and link the passage to other parts of the play that present the Chris-Keller relationship. !

THESES FOR RESPECTIVE TOPICS 
1. While secondary to the concern of social responsibility and the relationship between the individual and 

society, the father-son relationship is evidently the premise of the play. It is only through the 
breakdown of the relationship between Chris and Joe Keller that Miller is able to illuminate his main 
message that we ‘can be better’ and that we all have to be ‘responsible’ to our common man. 
Note how I am not agreeing that ‘the relationship between father and son’ is the main concern but am intending to focus 
on its importance in relation to what I feel is the play’s message or main concern. 

2. The comment is helpful in contextualising the play as a domestic tragedy. The audience may see how 
the fissure in the father-son relationship is linked to larger issues (such as social responsibility) but 
should recognise that the devastation to the Keller family as the play’s emotional core. 
By agreeing that the comment is helpful, I am arguing that the breakdown in the relationship helps surface the play’s major 
concerns but also drives the plot and dramatic effects — the pathos essential to any tragedy. 

3. Placed at the end of Act Two, the extract presents the emotionally charged showdown between Chris 
and Joe Keller. It also marks the insoluble clash between their beliefs, with Keller appealing to familial 
bonds and Chris demanding responsibility to one’s ‘country’ and ‘world’. This climactic scene will lead 
to the denouement in Act Three, where the father-son conflict re-ignites to tragic consequences. 
This thesis introduces the overall effects and concerns of the passage. You should also evaluate the dramatic ‘purpose’ of 
the passage in the whole play (i.e. where it fits into the play’s structure) and how it ‘builds up to’ later scenes. !

COMMON PITFALLS 
1. Regurgitation of lecture notes, to the point that responses might completely neglect the question.  
2. Generally limited knowledge of the text. You must know and allude to later parts of the play where 

appropriate, even if the passage will come from Act One or the first half of Act Two.  
3. Superficial statement of stand in topic sentence. Analysis must address key concerns or effects in the 

question; the sample essay here constantly addresses the tragic dimension of the relationship. 
4. Narrate or cite events to ‘prove’ points, failing to identify dramatic methods that ‘show’ the point. The 

emphasis is on identifying patterns for the PBQ and selecting the right methods for the essay. 
5. Some bizarre cross-referencing to ‘elsewhere’ based on one or two words (e.g. ‘shootin match’). Links 

to elsewhere must show development of a concern, character or relationship from earlier or to later in 
the play. 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ESSAY QUESTION PASSAGE-BASED QUESTION

APPROACH TOP-DOWN 
Given a broad concern or character, you have 
to scour ‘downwards’ for the relevant 
sequences and evidence. What are the 
methods that the writer uses? Where in the 
text? The passage-based question offers more 
certainty: you have to analyse what is given. 
The essay question allows more freedom: you 
choose what you want to analyse / discuss. 

BOTTOM-UP 
Given a small slice of the play, you have to link 
the ‘micro’ to the ‘macro’: (i) how is this 
passage linked to other parts of the play?; (ii) 
what are the overarching concerns of the play 
do we see in the given passage? This contrasts 
the essay question, where you start with a 
concern or character and source for relevant 
evidence.

HOW BROAD ANALYSIS 
You are expected to select broad methods that 
cut across the entire text (e.g. bestial imagery, 
humour). Students who are inclined to ‘think 
macro’ or bring in existing knowledge (e.g. you 
have mastered Miller’s use of setting) will do 
well here. Those who study their lecture notes 
(especially the cover pages) religiously should 
be able to craft an essay outline quickly. !
Note that the PBQ approach — analysing 
three or four specific passages — does not 
work. Breadth of evidence is a requirement. 

CLOSE ANALYSIS 
You are expected to closely analyse evidence 
from the given passage. Students who can 
quickly identify key methods and patterns of 
words / stage directions will thrive here. Those 
who ‘prepare’ their analysis by annotating their 
exam copy well (e.g. repetition of ‘for you’ is 
already underlined) or who recall their tutorial 
presentations will find this very manageable. !
If you take a lot of time to read, understand 
and analyse, consider the essay question. 
Remember to focus on ‘here’, not ‘elsewhere’.

WHY PURPOSE OF THE PLAY 
Your response should address ‘what the play is 
about’. Given an essay question on social 
responsibility, your thesis should revolve 
around what the play says about the concern. !
A RANGE OF CONCERNS 
For questions with a concern-trigger (e.g. 
conflict between father and son), you have to 
‘break down’ the trigger into parts (e.g. conflict 
between materialism and humanism). For 
questions with a character-trigger, you have 
to link the presentation of a character (e.g. 
Keller’s narratives) to a concern (e.g. denial of 
responsibility). Whatever question you get, you 
can still expect to discuss a range of concerns.

PURPOSE OF THE PASSAGE 
The focus for the PBQ is narrower. While still 
addressing several concerns, your thesis must 
revolve around what the passage ‘does’ — 
surfacing key ideas or revealing certain truths. !
CONCERNS & LINKS TO ‘ELSEWHERE’ 
Cross-references should be based foremost 
on concerns, rather than evidence (i.e. he says 
‘for you’ earlier on page x). How does the 
passage lead the audience to a deeper 
understanding of Keller’s moral blindness later 
in the play? How does the passage reinforce 
Keller’s material values from earlier in the play? 
How does the passage build up to the play’s 
tragic conclusion?

ORGANISATION As in any discipline, your essay should move 
from either: (i) simple to complex ideas (e.g. 
the play as a private tragedy) or; (ii) surface 
ideas to deeper, underlying truths (e.g. appears 
ideal, later dysfunctional). 

You want to avoid a line-by-line approach but 
your paragraphs can be structured according 
to character (e.g. Chris’s rage), relationship 
(e.g. Chris-Keller hostility) or concern (e.g. 
Chris’s sense of responsibility).
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!
ESSAY OUTLINE !
INTRODUCTION 
Even if one were to regard All My Sons as a moralistic diatribe against the capitalistic amorality of post-war 
America, the centre of the play remains the father-son relationship, a theme that recurs throughout 
Miller’s dramatic oeuvre. Joe Keller, the tragic hero and archetypal father of the play, will come to face his 
past deeds and watch as the truth severs the relationship between him and his son Chris. A letter from his 
missing son Larry repudiating Keller surfaces near the end to hurl the plot towards a tragic denouement: 
the father figure, unable to reconcile himself with the gulf between him and his sons, shoots himself. In 
this light, the comment shows how All My Sons is at heart a domestic, ‘private tragedy’ of father and son. 
The fissure in the father-son relationship between Keller and Chris in turn reveals Miller’s larger concerns 
(such as civic responsibility and tribalism) but is fundamentally the play’s emotional core. !
TS1 
In the light of the comment, the play’s three acts seem to be structured around the father-son 
relationship and its gradual collapse. The first act is an exposition of its underlying tensions, the second 
explodes into violent conflict and the final act ends plaintively on a dual catastrophe.  !
- The very names of the characters mark them as, in Toby Zinman’s words, the ‘ultimate son’ and the 

‘ultimate father’. Chris, embodying Christ, is the ‘son of man’ and Joe, reflecting Joseph, is his father. 
Miller’s character descriptions align the two characters. Keller is ostensibly constructed as a father 
figure — ‘a man amongst men’ (3).  Chris is identified as ‘like his father, solidly built, a listener’ (10), and 
the allusion to his ‘immense affection and loyalty’ and how he ‘loves his parents’ reinforce the sense of 
familial solidarity. Both are ultimately defined by their familial roles — father and son. 

- The first act sets up the father-son relationship, the curtain coming down on a note of mutual 
understanding with Chris feeling ‘touched’ by Keller’s promises. This bond unravels in the climax of the 
play, where Chris confronts his father following the revelation that Keller was in fact culpable for 
sending twenty-one pilots to their death. Act Three brings the play to its tragic conclusion with Chris 
(and Larry) ‘disowning’ Keller for his sins. Keller then commits suicide in response to the irreparable 
split between him and his sons. Arguably, Miller’s audience is introduced to a quite tender relationship 
between father and son only to watch it unravel as a consequence of larger ideological differences. !

TS2  
The introduction of Chris and Keller in Act One also situates the play as one foremost concerned with the 
family. The comment helps the audience detect the tensions that surface in their discussion of Larry’s 
disappearance and Chris’s intention to marry Ann. !
- The opening conversation between Chris and Keller on the newspaper reveals both their closeness and 

their differences. While their banter is littered with witty retorts, the audience is clued into Chris’s 
interest in ‘just the book section’ (10) and Keller’s in the ‘want ads’ (4). This divide between the 
intellectual and the monetary, son and father, is never reconciled in the play. 
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- We see this when Keller’s devotion to his son is laid out early in Act One, where he claims to live ‘for 
you, Chris, the whole shootin' match is for you!’ (17). The tempered resistance in Chris’s reply (‘I know 
that, Dad. Just you help me stay here.’) hints that his self-centred ideals will drive the rift in the father-
son relationship. 

- The ensuing stage directions that delineate Chris reacting ‘a little uneasily’ to Keller’s promise to rename 
the plant, ‘Christopher Keller, Incorporated’ (41) are even more telling of the ideological disparity 
between the two. !

TS3 
The clash of beliefs and values between father and son is evinced in the contrast between their dramatic 
language. The comment sensitises us to this polarity: where Keller repeatedly alludes to the duty of 
fathers, daughters and sons to each other, Chris holds ‘man for man’ responsibility above his father’s 
tribalism and pragmatism. !
- Keller’s dialogue places emphasis on his pride as father; he tells Ann that his ‘only accomplishment is 

(his) son’ as he retreads the platitudes of ‘a father is a father’ to remind both Ann and Chris of their 
responsibility to the family (53). His justification for his crimes is reflected in a desperate repetition of 
‘for you’, characteristic of his role as a provider as well as his love for his son (77).  

- However, Chris refuses to ‘see it human’ (34). In Act One, he speaks reverently of the self-sacrificial 
generosity he saw when his men ‘killed themselves for each other’ (38). The language of familial bonds 
is transferred into the context of war and remains there. Chris refers to his men as ‘my boys’ when he 
accuses his father of murder, indicating that his ideals lie with his ‘country’, the ‘world’ and not the 
‘business’ or family (78). 

- Later, Keller again denies that there is ‘something bigger than the family to (Chris)’, insisting that 
‘nothin’ is bigger’ (83). This inability to grasp this difference in outlook exacerbates the antipathy his 
son holds against him. !!

TS4 
The alienation between father and son is most keenly felt by the audience from the shocking acts of 
physical violence and raging rhetoric at the end of Act Two. The tragedy unfolds in this face-off between 
Chris and Keller. !
- The role reversal is patently clear in the stage directions. Keller is first ‘pleading’ and then ‘horrified’, 

‘afraid of’ Chris’s ‘overwhelming fury’, to later keeping ‘a step out of Chris’s range’ as if evading a 
predator (76). 

- Chris’s ‘burning fury’ is assembled by a series of accusatory one-liners (‘You even knew… But you were 
going to… It means you knew… Then you thought…’) and bestial images (‘no animal...’). The short 
exclamatives and interrogatives that follow in an emotionally charged tirade at his father culminate in 
an act of violence. ‘With his fist he pounds down upon his father’s shoulder’, symbolically punishing and 
renouncing his father (78).  
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- The act ends not with a confession on his social and moral culpability but with the theme of family still 
in the foreground. Keller cries, ‘Chris… My Chris…’, unable to accept the abandonment by his own son 
(78). !

TS5 
All My Sons is thus a ‘public’ tragedy built on top of a ‘private’ tragedy. Chris and Larry’s inadvertent act 
of ‘patricide’ (i.e. the killing of one's father) in Act Three reflects Miller’s condemnation of those who fail 
to recognise the individual’s duty to society. !
- In a moment of tragic irony, Keller snarls that ‘Larry wouldn’t act like’ Chris would (84). The final act 

unfolds yet another pitiful estrangement between father and son. 
- Larry’s ‘presence’ is enacted via Chris’s reading of his letter to Joe Keller (90). The letter presents 

Keller a second instance of a son’s shame (‘I can’t face anybody’) and rejection of his father (‘if I had 
him there now I could kill him’). Chris casts further judgement when he asks sarcastically, ‘Do you 
understand that letter?’ and declares without sympathy that ‘I’m taking him’ (90). ‘I saw you as my 
father’ (89), not just a man, Chris tells Keller; both sons reject their father because they expect the 
‘kind of responsibility’ they saw on the battlefield. 

- Keller comes to a half-admission of responsibility — ‘But I think to him, they were all my sons. And I 
guess they were, I guess they were…’ (90) — that never materialises. His self-immolation as ‘A shot is 
heard in the house’ (91) off-stage is lacking in penitence but is no less woeful for the audience. The 
tragedy arises from the conflict between father and son. It ends on the father’s failure to see that his 
sons do not share his intentions and are not the reflections of himself he thought they were. 

- The private tragedy of a father’s suicide and two sons’ rejection of their father (if not an indirect act of 
‘murder’) sets up the greater tragedy of a self-centred, morally blind post-war America and its ‘fortress 
of unrelatedness’. !!

CONCLUSION 
The tragedy of All My Sons ultimately arises from Chris and Keller’s disconnected notions of their father-
son relationship, in spite of the fact that they share a desire to connect with each other. Chris expects ‘my 
father’ to embody the high-minded principles he embraces. Keller expects his son to understand ‘the way 
the world is made’ (84) and pardon — or at least not ‘crucify’ (53) — his misdeeds on the basis of his 
sacrifices for the family. This divide between father and son in All My Sons is indubitably symbolic of the 
‘conflict between self-interest and civic responsibility, and the tension between private and public 
morality’ (Zinman). The play’s moral message is palpable only because of the pathos drawn from the 
rupture in the father-son relationship and its tragic hero’s realisation that he has, with no irony, lost ‘all his 
sons’. 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PBQ OUTLINE !
INTRODUCTION 
Placed at the end of Act Two, the extract presents the emotionally charged showdown between Chris and 
Joe Keller. It also marks the insoluble clash between their beliefs, with Keller appealing to familial bonds 
and Chris demanding responsibility to one’s ‘country’ and ‘world’. This climactic scene will lead to the 
denouement in Act Three, where the father-son conflict re-ignites to tragic consequences. !
TS1 
The extract begins by highlighting the tense confrontation between father and son and swiftly intensifies 
and devolves into Chris’ rejection and ‘disowning’ of the father by the end of the extract forming the 
possible climax of the play. This marks an extreme role reversal from the closeness of father and son 
observed in Act 1. 
- Passage opens on an accusatory note with Chris’ declaratives of ‘you killed them, you murdered them’, 

harsh diction like ‘killed’ and ‘murdered’ 
- Chris’ language devolves from personal to increasingly bestial (‘Dad! Dad!’ to ‘I’ll tear you to pieces’ to 

‘You’re not even an animal’) The tension is mirrored in Keller and Chris’ physical movements where the 
stage directions present them as ‘those of subtle pursuit and escape’ that reverses the role and 
dominance between father and son. 

- This culminates in an act of physical violence where Chris’ ‘fist pounds down upon his father’s shoulder’ !
TS2  
The extract reinforces the insoluble clash between Keller’s self-interest and Chris’ beliefs where Keller 
appeals to his relationship with Chris for sympathy while Chris articulates a belief and responsibility to a 
larger community of the world. The polarity in language marks the distinct loyalties of each character. 
- Keller’s dialogue emphasises his duty as a father ‘I’m sixty-one years old, when would I have another 

chance to make something for you?’. The repetition of ‘for you’ in ‘Chris, I did it for you, it was a 
chance and I took it for you’ evinces an appeal for understanding and forgiveness. 

- The language of family is also evident in Chris’ speech but made with reference to the soldiers in war. 
He refers to them as ‘kids’ who ‘were hanging in the air by those hands’. His possessive pronoun ‘my 
boys’ highlight a loyalty towards his men. 

- Chris’ rhetorical questions that signal his belief in a larger community as he makes references to ‘a 
country’ and ‘liv[ing] in the world’. These indicate a polarity between his ideals that lie with the 
community and Joe’s that are self-interested motivated by a ‘business’. !

TS3 
Joe’s evasive language marks his explicit rejection of responsibility and outright denial of the crime he 
committed, which is consistent throughout the play. 
- Keller’s denial of the crime he committed is observed through his evasive rhetorical question of ‘how 

could I kill anybody’. This apparent innocence is compounded with the physical depiction of him as 
helpless; someone who is ‘throwing his whole nature open’. 
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- Keller’s use of the word ‘you’ in his speech dissociates him from the crime committed, simultaneously 
including Chris and the audience while avoiding any real responsibility that is implied from the use of ‘I’. 

- Just as Keller begs for Chris to ‘see it human’ in Act 1, Keller repeatedly emphasises ‘forty years’ in 
order to highlight the extent of his emotional and physical investment in the business. Keller 
consistently appeals for Chris to view his actions as a human mistake born out of a desperate need to 
protect the business and family which is conveyed through his repetition of not ‘getting another 
chance’ and helplessness as he asks ‘what could I do, let them take forty years’. !

TS4 
The contrast between Chris’ disbelief over his father’s actions and Keller’s continual denial reinforces each 
of the characters’ denial within the play. Chris disbelief illustrates his denial of his father’s human fallibility 
and his failure to fulfil his duty as a role model.   
- Chris’ language of logic demands for rational explanations which is evident in his repetition of ‘I want to 

know’ and ‘explain it to me’. Chris uses factual statements like ‘You even knew they wouldn’t hold up in 
the air. / But you were going to warn them not to use them.’ Chris’ careful correction from ‘knew’ to 
‘thought’ in ‘It means you knew that’d crash. / Then you thought they’d crash’ also reinforces the 
judgmental absolutes that mark Chris’ speech. 

- Yet, his rationality is contrasted with his disbelief that is illustrated in constant appeals to a higher power 
such as ‘Jesus God’, ‘Christ Almighty, I’m listening!’, ‘God in heaven’. 

- Chris’ echoing of Keller’s statement ‘You were afraid maybe!’ is both a mockery of his father’s human 
weakness and an expression of disbelief of his father’s inability to be a role model for him. 

- The rhetorical questions of ‘where have you come from?’, ‘what are you?’ expound on Chris’ inability to 
comprehend Keller’s betrayal and human fallibility of selfishness. This is reiterated in Chris’ statement ‘I 
never saw you as a man. I saw you as my father’. 

- Finally, Chris’ disbelief expressed in his repeated questions of ‘what must I do, Jesus God, what must I 
do?’ and ‘What must I do to you’ highlights how the passage ends with Chris’ emotional appeal for 
understanding and inability to accept his father’s crime. !

CONCLUSION 
Ironically, the audience may perceive that Keller’s act of protection and love for the family results in the 
disintegration of the family that he sought to preserve. One may argue that the extract presents Joe’s 
hamartia of appealing to familial bonds and duty as the cause of his downfall and disintegration of the 
family. The conflict between father and son here causes the audience to question the moral consequences 
of human fallibility and the ability for an individual to be both responsible to the family and community. 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!
Section C!!

ARTHUR MILLER: All My Sons!!
2! !

!

Either!!!!
Or

(a)!!!!
(b)!

‘The tragedy in All My Sons is the conflict between father and son.’!!
How far is this a helpful comment in your reading of the play?!!
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the significance of 
the relationship between father and son here and elsewhere in the play.

Chris:!
Keller:!!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!!
Keller:!
Chris:!!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!!!!!!!!!!!
Chris:!
Keller:!!!!
Chris:!
Keller:!!!!!!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:

You killed them, you murdered them.!
(as though throwing his whole nature open before Chris) How 
could I kill anybody?!
Dad! Dad!!
(trying to hush him) I didn't kill anybody!!
Then explain it to me. What did you do? Explain it to me or I'll 
tear you to pieces!!
(horrified at his overwhelming fury) Don’t, Chris, don’t —!
I want to know what you did, now what did you do? You had a 
hundred and twenty cracked engine heads, and what did you do? !
If you’re going to hang me then I —!
I'm listening. God almighty, I'm listening!!
(their movements are those of subtle pursuit and escape. Keller 
keeps a step out of Chris’s range as he talks) You’re a boy, what 
could I do! I'm in business, a man is in business; a hundred and 
twenty cracked, you’re out of business; you got a process, the 
process don't work you're out of business; you don’t know how to 
operate, your stuff is no good, they close you up, they tear up 
your contracts, what the hell’s it to them? You lay forty years into 
a business and they knock you out in five minutes, what could I 
do, let them take forty years, let them take my life away? (His 
voice cracking) I never thought they’d install them. I swear to 
God. I thought they’d stop ‘em before anybody took off.!
Then why’d you ship them out?!
By the time they could spot them I thought I’d have the process 
going again, and I could show them they needed me and they'd 
let it go by. But weeks passed and I got no kick-back, so I was 
going to tell them.!
Then why didn’t you tell them?!
It was too late. The paper, it was all over the front page, twenty- 
one went down, it was too late. They came with handcuffs into 
the shop, what could I do? (He sits on bench) Chris... Chris, I did 
it for you, it was a chance and I took it for you. I’m sixty one years 
old, when would I have another chance to make something for 
you? Sixty one years old you don't get another chance, do ya?!
You even knew that they wouldn’t hold up in the air.!
I didn’t say that.!
But you were going to warn them not to use them —!
But that doesn’t mean —!
It means you knew they’d crash.!
It don't mean that.!
Then you thought they’d crash.!
I was afraid maybe…!

! !! !
5!!!!!

10!!!!!
15!!!!!
20!!!!!
25!!!!!
30!!!!!
35!!!!!
40!!!!
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!

!
Chris:!!
Keller:!
Chris:!!!!!!!!!!!!
Keller:

!
You were afraid maybe! God in heaven, what kind of a man are 
you? Kids were hanging in the air by those heads. You knew that!!
For you, a business for you!!
(with burning fury) For me! Where do you live, where have you 
come from? For me! — I was dying every day and you were 
killing my boys and you did it for me? What the hell do you think I 
was thinking of, the goddam business? Is that as far as your mind 
can see, the business? What is that, the world — the business? 
What the hell do you mean, you did it for me? Don’t you have a 
country? Don’t you live in the world? What the hell are you? 
You're not even an animal, no animal kills his own, what are you? 
What must I do to you? I ought to tear the tongue out of your 
mouth, what must I do? (With his fist he pounds down upon his 
father's shoulder. He stumbles away, covering his face as he 
weeps.) What must I do, Jesus God, what must I do?!
Chris... My Chris…!
Curtain.!!

Act Two

!
45!!!!!
50!!!!!
55!!!!!
60
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